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Abstract

As the geostationary orbit (GEO) is congested in the commercial Ku band, the adjacent satellites will receive the
interference from small aperture terminals which have a wide field of view. To reduce the interference toward the
adjacent satellites, code division multiple access (CDMA) with spread spectrum needs to be adopted in the satellite
communications on-the-move system. However, the mutual interference between CDMA users leads to the
performance loss, which is not acceptable for the power-sensitive small aperture terminals, and the computation
complexity is still an intractable problem when the conventional iterative minimummean square error (MMSE)
scheme is employed to suppress the multiple access interference (MAI) in satellite systems especially that is coded by
low-density parity-check (LDPC) code. Moreover, the long transmission delays of different users caused by the long
transmission distance require the robustness of the interference suppression for the asynchronous case. In this paper,
a joint chip-level algorithm for CDMA multiuser detection and LDPC decoding with a new and simple iterative
structure based on belief propagation (BP) for satellite systems is developed, which integrates the iterations of
multiuser detection and the iterations of LDPC decoding with factor graphs. Through analysis and simulations, it is
verified that the proposed algorithm is robust to the asynchronous CDMA satellite system, and with the similar
iterative complexity, the performance of the proposed algorithm outperforms that of the conventional iterative MMSE
scheme in the asynchronous CDMA satellite system.

1 Introduction
Currently, the geostationary orbit (GEO) is extremely con-
gested in the commercial Ku band with only a 2° spacing
between the satellites. Small aperture terminals have a
wide field of view and consequently will transmit a signif-
icant amount of power toward adjacent satellites, causing
the interference at these satellites to increase, which is
a main constraint for the development of the satellite
communications on-the-move system. In order to limit
the interference to neighboring satellites, International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) has imposed strict lim-
its on the off-axis emissions from the satellite terminal
[1]. As the current satellite communications on-the-move
systems are always developed on the higher frequency
bands, e.g., Ku and Ka bands, which also provide larger
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bandwidth. Code division multiple access (CDMA) with
spread spectrum is a necessary choice to reduce the
interference toward the adjacent satellites. However, the
multiuser CDMA system is always interference-limited,
and the transmit power of the terminal needs to be
increased for higher performance, which leads to the
increase of the interference. This is also not acceptable
for the power-sensitive small aperture terminals. More-
over, the transmission distance is always very long in
satellite systems, which causes different and long trans-
mission delays of different CDMA users. In the satellite
communication system, the maximum transmission delay
may be several milliseconds. Just as the assumption in [2],
the inter-symbol interference (ISI) is always not consid-
ered in the CDMA satellite system, in which the power of
the main path is much higher than that of the multipath
components. Therefore, the satellite communications on-
the-move system with CDMA can be seen as a typical
asynchronous CDMA systemwith the transmission delays
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which are the integer multiples of chip, in which the
orthogonality of different CDMAusers’ spreading codes is
destroyed and the robustness of the interference suppres-
sion for the asynchronous case is necessary.
In order to suppress the multiple access interference

(MAI) in CDMA systems, multiuser detection (MUD)
needs to be adopted. An important class of the practi-
cal multiuser detectors is based on linear detection, for
instance, decorrelator (a.k.a. zero-forcing equalizer), lin-
ear minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector, and
so on [3,4]. In [5-7], an iterative MMSE detection algo-
rithm for the coded CDMA system was presented, which
feeds the extrinsic information of the decoder back to the
iterative MMSE detector. Thus, a turbo processing frame-
work for iterative detection and decoding was derived. In
recent years, a more in-depth review about turbo equal-
ization was given in [8]. However, when iterative decoding
is adopted, the total latency of the decoder and detec-
tion increases with the iterative times of the detection,
which means more computation complexity and more
processing time, increasing the difficulty of engineering
implementation. The belief propagation (BP)-based algo-
rithms [9-11] are known as another class of promising
approaches to detection, which were recently used in
MIMO and ISI channels [12,13]. For direct-spread CDMA
systems, Kabashima [14] has introduced a tractable BP-
based multiuser detection algorithm, which can be oper-
ated in a practical time scale by utilizing the central limit
theorem. In [15] and [16], Montanari and Tse analyzed
the performance of the BP-based CDMA detection and
proved that the multiuser detection algorithm based on
BP is asymptotically optimal for sparse CDMA systems
with Gaussian noise. An extended analysis in [17] shows
that the optimality of BP-based detection in the large-
system limit is a unique advantage of sparsely spread
CDMA systems, which is in contrast to the wisdom for
low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes and the success
of iterative decoding techniques. Also, some theoreti-
cal conclusions about the CDMA channel are obtained.
However, in these studies, the BP-based CDMA itera-
tive detection and the iterative decoding are recognized
as two individual modules. Even for the joint process-
ing, they are jointly processed only through the extrinsic
information from the decoder just as the conventional
joint detection and decoding structure, e.g, the itera-
tive MMSE scheme [8] which is verified to be optimal.
The iterative complexity of this conventional joint struc-
ture is still an intractable problem. Moreover, in the
conventional iterative MMSE scheme, only the extrin-
sic information from the decoder without that from
the previous iteration of the detection is employed to
update the probabilistic information for detection, which
induces the performance loss of joint detection and
decoding.

In this paper, a joint chip-level iterative algorithm for
the asynchronous LDPC-coded CDMA satellite system
is proposed. Currently, LDPC codes are widely adopted
[18,19] in middle-rate (e.g., 1 Mbps) satellite commu-
nications on-the-move systems. LDPC code can eas-
ily be cast into factor graphs, and these factor graphs
turn out to have cycles, leading to iterative decoding
algorithms. In order to utilize the iterative structure of
the LDPC decoder, we construct a global factor graph
with only a global iteration, which naturally integrates
the iterations of LDPC decoding and the iterations of
BP-based detection.
The internal iterations of the LDPC decoder are pro-

posed to be incorporated into the global iterations of the
BP-based detector, which means the iterations of decod-
ing are performed along with the iterative detection rather
than independently performed. The modification on the
iterative structure effectively simplifies the iterative struc-
ture and reduces the total iterative complexity, which is
the most significant difference compared with the joint
structure in [8] and [17]. By appropriately introducing
the central limit theorem, the computation complexity
of the derived algorithm is proportional to the square
of the number of users. Furthermore, the messages of
the previous detection iteration from the other users are
also adopted in the message updating based on BP dur-
ing every global iteration, which are more accurate about
the semantics of the factor graph compared with that in
[8], leading to the performance gain. It is verified that
the proposed algorithm can achieve an attractive perfor-
mance compared with the conventional joint detection
and decoding scheme based on turbo iterative structure
[8]. Practically, the satellite CDMA systems are always
asynchronous due to the long transmission delays. There-
fore, in this paper, through analysis and simulation, it is
verified that the proposed algorithm is also robust to the
asynchronous CDMA satellite system.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In

Section 2, a system model for the asynchronous satel-
lite CDMA system is formulated. In Section 3, the joint
iterative algorithm for CDMA multiuser detection and
LDPC decoding is investigated. In Section 4, the bit error
rate (BER) performance is evaluated through numerical
simulations and compared with that of the conventional
iterative MMSE algorithm [8]. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 5.

1.1 Notations
Lowercase letters (e.g., x) denote scalars, bold lowercase
letters (e.g., x) denote column vectors, and bold upper-
case letters (e.g., X) denote matrices. The superscript
T and † denote the transpose operation and conjugate
transpose operation, respectively. The symbol I denotes
an identity matrix.
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2 System description
We focus on the reverse link of the asynchronous
CDMA satellite system, which is an LDPC-coded direct-
sequence binary phase-shift keying (DS/BPSK) CDMA
system with K users. Each user’s signal is spreaded by
random binary spreading sequences or gold sequences
with different transmission delays. The spreading fac-
tor is N. The transmitted signal of the kth user
at the chip rate in a baseband discrete time model
representation is

uk [n] =
∞∑

l=−∞
x̃k [l] gk [n − dk − lN] , (1)

where subscript k denotes the user index, gk [n] represents
the effective signature sequence of user k, and 0 ≤ dk < N
is the transmission delay (mod N) of user k in chip peri-
ods.

{
x̃k [l]

}
is the BPSK mapped symbols of the kth user

from a finite set of alphabets {±1}, which is obtained by
mapping the interleaved LDPC-encoded symbols {c̃k [l]}
to BPSK symbols. As is shown in Figure 1, the input signal
of LDPC encoder, which is called the information bits, is
marked as {bk[t] ; t = 1, 2, . . . ,T}, where T is the number
of information bits per user per frame. Also, the output of
the LDPC encoder, which is called the coded symbols, is
marked as {ck [l] ; l = 1, 2, . . . , L}, where L is the number
of symbols per user per frame after LDPC is encoded.
Assume that {sk[1] , sk[2] , . . . , sk[Lc] ; sk[m]= ±1} is the

preassigned spreading code of the kth user; Lc is the code
length. As the spreading factor is N, there are N chips per

symbol. The signature waveform of the kth user is defined
as

gk[n]=
N−1∑
m=0

sk[m] hk[n − m] , (2)

where {hk[n] } denotes the effective channel impulse
response (IR) between the users and the receiver sampled
at the chip interval.
As the uplink channel for the satellite communications

on-the-move system is usually described as an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN)model [20], we consider an
asynchronous CDMA baseband signal from K users with
an additive white Gaussian noise. In this paper, firstly, we
assume that the signal power of each user is completely
controlled at equal energy and then we extend the simula-
tion to distributed power constraints. In the perfect power
control case, the received signal is

y[n]=
K∑

k=1
uk[n]+ω[n]

=
K∑

k=1

∞∑
l=−∞

x̃k [l] gk [n − dk − lN] + ω[n] ,

(3)

where ω[n] is an additive Gaussian noise with zero mean
and the variance σ 2.
By now, the received signal y[n] in the asynchronous

case is given, which is a mixture of different users with
different transmission delays. In fact, the synchronous
CDMA system can be seen as a special case with the trans-
mission delays dk = 0, (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K). In the receiver
of the asynchronous case, a timing and synchronization

= = ==

ω

=

Figure 1 Block diagram of the K user LDPC-coded CDMA satellite system.
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module can be applied to obtain the corresponding prop-
agation delay dk of the kth user, which can only be used
for the alignment of the user k’s spreading sequence.
However, the interferences from the other users are still
not aligned with the user k’s signal, and the orthogonal-
ity of different users’ spreading sequences is destroyed.
Therefore, the asynchronization between different users is
always established. In order to investigate the robustness
of the proposed algorithm in the asynchronous satellite
CDMA system, the asynchronous CDMA system model
is applied throughout the article.

3 Joint iterative algorithm for detection and
decoding

In this section, we present the joint chip-level itera-
tive algorithm for CDMA multiuser detection and LDPC
decoding. Firstly, the joint probability distribution of the
information bits from all users is represented as the factor
graph. The messages passed in the joint iterative algo-
rithm are derived. Then, the performance advantage of
the proposed algorithm is discussed. Finally, the iterative
complexity of the proposed algorithm is compared with
that of the conventional MMSE algorithm [8], which is
also referred to as the iterative MMSE algorithm in the
following discussion.

3.1 The factor graph representation of the CDMA system
To introduce the algorithm to CDMA systems, we graph-
ically express the received symbols, transmitted chips,
coded symbols and information bits by several kinds of
nodes, and connect them by edges when they are related.
The joint probability distribution of the received symbols,
transmitted chips, coded symbols and information bits
from all the K users may be expressed as

p(Ỹ,b, c, x̃,X
∣∣∣H̃ )

= p(b)p(Ỹ, c, x̃,X
∣∣∣b, H̃ )

= p(b)p(c |b )p(x̃ |c )p(x |x̃ )p(Ỹ
∣∣∣X, H̃ )

∝
∏

1≤i≤K
p(ci[l] |bi[t] )

∏
1≤i≤K

p(x̃i[l] |ci[l] )

×
∏

1≤i≤K
p(xi[n]

∣∣x̃i[l] )
∏

1≤n≤NL
p(ỹ[n] |x[n] , H̃[n]),

(4)

where Ỹ ∈ RK×N represents the received signal during
theN chip intervals after multiplied by each user’s spread-
ing sequence at the satellite, and at the single chip interval,
the columns of it can be expressed as

ỹ[n]= [
ỹ1[n], ỹ2[n], . . . , ỹK [n]

]T
(n = 1, 2, . . . ,NL);

(5)

b denotes the vector of the corresponding information bits
{bk[t] } (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K), c denotes the vector of the cor-
responding coded symbols {ck [l]} (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K), and x̃
denotes the vector of the mapped symbols before spread-
ing {x̃k[l] } (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K). X ∈ RK×N is obtained by
only spreading the mapped symbols at the lth interval
x̃k[l] by the spreading factor N respectively without the
effect of multiplying the spreading sequences in the trans-
mitter. x[n] denotes the nth column vector of it, which is
expressed as

x[n]= [x1[n] , x2[n] , . . . , xK [n] ]T(n = 1, 2, . . . ,NL).
(6)

According to the above factorization, a factor graph for
CDMA system with K = 2, for simplification, is shown
in Figure 2. The four kinds of nodes are discerned in the
factor graph as follow.

1. The nodes on the top represent p(ci[l] |bi[t] ),
i = 1, 2, . . . , K, the relation between the information
bits and coded symbols transmitted from each user.

2. The nodes in the middle represent p(x̃i[l] |ci[l] ),
i = 1, 2, . . . ,K , the relation between the coded
symbols and the mapped symbols transmitted from
each user before spreading. We will perform the BP
algorithm on these nodes to de-map the mapped
symbols to the coded symbols or map the coded
symbols to the mapped symbols.

3. The bottom-second nodes represent p(xi[n]
∣∣x̃i[l] ),

i = 1, 2, . . . , K, the relation between the mapped
symbols before spreading and chips after spreading.
We will perform the product of every N chips’
likelihood probability on this node to complete the
accumulation of the despreading after multiplied by
each user’s spreading sequence, where N is the
spreading factor.

4. Finally, the bottom-most nodes represent the
function p

(
Ỹ|X, H̃

)
, the relation between the

transmitted chips and the received symbols after
multiplied by each user’s spreading sequences. Since
the satellite channel is assumed memoryless,
p
(
Ỹ|X, H̃

)
is factored as∏

1≤n≤NL
p
(
ỹ[n] |x[n] , H̃[n]

)
.

More specially, the variable nodes labeled with ‘=’ rep-
resent the constraint of equality. The observation nodes
labeled with ỹi[n] represent the observation function
gi,n (x[n] ), which is the transition probability between
ỹi[n] and x[n] only including the effect of multiplying
each user’s spreading sequence in the receiver without
cumulation. In the proposed algorithnm, the despread-
ing is performed in two steps: the multiplication and
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Figure 2 The factor graph of the CDMA satellite system. For simplification, the factor graph is expressed with the number of users K = 2 as an
example.

accumulation, instead of the correlation calculation. The
cumulation is done to complete the despreading during
updating the message from xi to x̃i. Here, the transition
probability function is expressed as

gi,n (x[n] ) = p (ỹi[n] |x1[n] , . . . , xK [n] )

∝ exp

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩−

∣∣∣ỹi[n]−∑K
j=1 h̃i,j[n] xj[n]

∣∣∣2
σ 2

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ ,

(7)

where h̃i,j[n] is the element of the equivalent channel
matrix between ỹi[n] and xj[n] which incorporates the
effect of multiplying the spreading sequences si [n − di] in
the receiver with the effective signature sequences from
the transmitter for the asynchronous case without the
sum over n, expressed as

h̃i,j[n]= hj[n] sj
[
n − dj

]
si [n − di], (n = 1, 2, . . . ,NL) ,

(8)

where N is the spreading factor and hj [n] represents the
effective channel IR of the jth user. As the satellite channel
is always stable, slowly time-varying, and non-multipath,
it is always easy to be obtained in the receiver. There-
fore, it is assumed to be known in the receiver just as the
assumption in [2]. si [n] and sj [n] represent the respective
spreading sequences for the ith and jth users, and di and
dj denote the transmission delay (modN) of the user i and
the user j, respectively.

3.2 Message passing of the joint iterative algorithm on
the factor graph

BP algorithm [21,22] was widely applied to the de-
mapper/mapper nodes and decoder nodes of the factor
graph which have been described well in many literatures
[10,23,24]. To compute p

(
ỹ[n] |x[n], H̃[n]

)
, 1 ≤ n ≤ NL,

which is always called multiuser detection, the application
of the BP algorithm at the bottom-most nodes is neces-
sary. Let μt

xi[n]→ỹj[n] (xi[n] ) denote the message sent from
the variable node xi[n] to the observation node ỹj[n] at
the tth iteration and μt

ỹj[n]→xi[n] (xi[n] ) denote the mes-
sage in the opposite direction. Let μt

x̃i[l]→xi[n] denote the
message sent from the node before spreading to that after
spreading at the tth iteration and μt

xi[l]→x̃i[n] denote the
message in the opposite direction.N (v) denotes the set of
neighbors of a given node v. Thus, the message compu-
tations performed at variable and observation nodes are,
respectively,

μt
xi[n]→ỹj[n](xi[n] ) = μt

x̃i[l]→xi[n](xi[n] )
∏

p∈N (xi[n])\j
× μt−1

ỹp[n]→xi[n](xi[n] )
(9)

μt
ỹj[n]→xi[n](xi[n] ) =

∑
∼{xi[n]}

gj,n(x[n] )
∏

p∈N (ỹj[n])\i
× μt−1

xp[n]→ỹj[n](xp[n] ),
(10)
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where μt
x̃i[l]→xi[n](xi[n] ) is defined by the extrinsic prob-

ability mass function (pmf) μt
dec→x̃i[l](x̃i[l] ) fed from the

decoder.
The extrinsic information from the decoder

μt
dec→x̃i[l](x̃i[l] ) and the messages obtained at the pre-

vious iteration μt−1
ỹj[n]→xi[n](xi[n] ) are involved in the

computation (9). This is different from the conventional
iterative MMSE algorithm [8], in which only the extrinsic
information from the decoder is involved. Obviously,
the proposed algorithm based on the semantics of the
factor graph is more accurate than the conventional algo-
rithm, so the performance of the proposed algorithm
should outperform that of the conventional iterative
MMSE algorithm, which will be shown by the following
simulation.
The application of the BP algorithm in the operation

(10) leads to computational explosion so that the direct
usage of the proposed algorithm is infeasible for CDMA
system. In order to approximately carry out the belief
updating in a practical time scale, the appropriate applica-
tion of the central limit theorem is a classic simplification
[14]. First, by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence KL

(
μt
xi[n]→ỹj[n](xi[n] )

∥∥∥μ̂t
xi[n]→ỹj[n](xi[n] )

)
, the

non-Gaussian PDF μt
xi[n]→ỹj[n](xi[n] ) can be replaced

with the Gaussian PDF μ̂t
xi[n]→ỹj[n](xi[n] ), given as follows

[25]:

μt
xi[n]→ỹj[n] (xi[n] )

∼= μ̂t
xi[n]→ỹj[n](xi[n] )

= N
(
xi[n] , m̂t

xi[n]→ỹj[n], v̂
t
xi[n]→ỹj[n]

)
,

(11)

where

m̂t
xi[n]→ỹj[n] =

∑
αi∈{−1,1}

αiμ
t
xi[n]→ỹj[n] (xi[n]= αi), (12)

v̂txi[n]→ỹj[n]=
∑

αi∈{−1,1}

∣∣∣αi − m̂t
xi[n]→ỹj[n]

∣∣∣2μt
xi[n]→ỹj[n] (xi[n]= αi).

(13)

Then, the computation of (10) can be approximate to
some simple linear operations.

μt
ỹj[n]→xi[n](xi[n] ) =

∑
∼{xi[n]}

gj,n(x[n] )
∏

p∈N (ỹj[n])\i
× μt−1

xp[n]→ỹj[n](xp[n] )

∼=
∫

∼{xi[n]}
gj,n(x[n] )

∏
p�=i

N
(
xp[n] , m̂t

xp[n]→ỹj[n], v̂
t
xp[n]→ỹj[n]

)

∝ N
(
h̃j,i[n] xi[n] ,meantỹj[n]→xi[n], var

t
ỹj[n]→xi[n]

)
,

(14)

where

meantỹj[n]→xi[n] = ỹj[n]−
∑
p�=i

h̃j,p[n] m̂t
xp[n]→ỹj[n], (15)

vartỹj[n]→xi[n] =
∑
p�=i

h̃j,p[n] v̂txp[n]→ỹj[n]h̃
∗
j,p[n]+σ 2. (16)

Traditionally, meantỹj[n]→xi[n] and vartỹj[n]→xi[n] are com-
puted by summation; thus, the results are distinct from
one another. For the simplified implementation, we can
take advantage of the correlation between the different
messages transmitted from a certain node. Instead of
computing each message in a certain node separately,
each message can be obtained from a sum by means
of a subtraction or an addition corresponding to each
node:

meantỹj[n]→xi[n] = ỹj[n]−
∑
p�=i

h̃j,p[n] m̂t
xp[n]→ỹj[n]

= meantỹj[n] + h̃j,i[n] m̂t
xi[k]→ỹj[n]

(17)

vartỹj[n]→xi[n] =
∑
p�=i

h̃j,p[n] v̂txp[n]→ỹj[n]h̃
∗
j,p[n]+σ 2

= vartỹj[n] −
∣∣∣h̃j,i∣∣∣2v̂txi[n]→ỹj[n],

(18)

where meantỹj[n] = ỹj[n]−∑
p
h̃j,p[n] m̂t

xp[n]→ỹj[n] and

vartỹj[n] = ∑
p

∣∣∣h̃j,i∣∣∣2v̂txp[n]→ỹj[n] + σ 2.

Thus, the message passed from observation node ỹj [n]
to the variable node xi [n] at the tth iteration is approxi-
mately expressed as

μt
ỹj[n]→xi[n] (xi[n] ) ∝ exp

⎛
⎝−

|h̃j,ixi[n]−meantỹj[n]→xi[n]|2
vartỹj[n]→xi[n]

⎞
⎠ ,

(19)

in which the calculation of meantỹj[n]→xi[n] and
vartỹj[n]→xi[n] is simple linear operation.
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The messages passed from the bottom-most nodes are
computed at the bottom-second node as follows:

μt
xi[n]→x̃i[l] (xi [n]) =

∏
j

μt
ỹj[n]→xi[n] (xi [n])

∝
∏
j
exp

⎛
⎜⎝−

∣∣∣h̃j,ixi [n] − meantỹj[n]→xi[n]

∣∣∣2
vartỹj[n]→xi[n]

⎞
⎟⎠

= exp

⎡
⎢⎣∑

j

⎛
⎜⎝−

∣∣∣h̃j,ixi [n] − meantỹj[n]→xi[n]

∣∣∣2
vartỹj[n]→xi[n]

⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎦

= exp

⎡
⎢⎣∑

j

⎛
⎜⎝−

∣∣∣h̃j,i∣∣∣2 x2i [n]−2h̃j,imeantỹj[n]→xi[n]xi [n]+
∣∣∣meantỹj[n]→xi[n]

∣∣∣2
vartỹj[n]→xi[n]

⎞
⎟⎠
⎤
⎥⎦

∝ exp
(

−|xi [n] − ξ txi[n]|2
ζ t
xi[n]

)
.

(20)

The expression of ξ txi[n] and ζ t
xi[n] can be obtained by the

corresponding coefficients of the terms x2i [n] and xi [n]
which is shown as follows.

ξ txi[n] = ζ t
xi[n]

∑
j

h̃j,imeantỹj[n]→xi[n]

vartỹj[n]→xi[n]
(21)

ζ t
xi[n] =

⎛
⎜⎝∑

j

∣∣∣h̃j,i∣∣∣2
vartỹj[n]→xi[n]

⎞
⎟⎠

−1

. (22)

Before the operation at the bottom-most node, the
received signal is multiplied by each user’s spreading
sequence, but the despreading is not yet completed. Thus,
after message passing from the bottom-most nodes, the
following should be performed before passing upward in
order to complete the despreading:

μt
x̃i[l]→dec

(
x̃i[ l]

) =
N+(l−1)N∏

n=1+(l−1)N
μt
xi[n]→x̃i[l] (xi[n] ) .

(23)

Themessages passed in the decoder nodes are described
in [10,23,24,26]. Through (20) and (23), we can derive as
follows:

μt
x̃i[l]→dec

(
x̃i [l]

) ∝
K+(l−1)K∏

k=1+(l−1)K
exp

(
−|xi [k] − ξ txi[k]|2

ζ t
xi[k]

)
.

(24)

In the practical operation, the messages μt
xi[n]→x̃i[l]

(xi[n] ) are usually mapped into the log-likelihood ratios
(LLRs); thus, the multiplication in (24) can be turned
into summation. For the channel decoding, the message
μt
x̃i[l]→dec

(
x̃i[l]

)
is also finally mapped into the LLRs of the

coded symbols that are corresponding to the symbol x̃i[l].

Lt(ci[l] ) = log

∑
χ1
i

μt
x̃i[l]→dec(x̃i[l] )∑

χ0
i

μt
x̃i[l]→dec(x̃i[l] )

, (25)

where χ1
i and χ0

i denote the subset of all the symbols with
the corresponding information bit 1 and 0, respectively.
According to the LLRs, the information bits of the ith user
are decoded, and the extrinsic information for the next
iteration μt+1

dec→x̃i[l](x̃i[l] ) is fed from the decoder, which is
spreaded again yielding μt+1

x̃i[l]→xi[n] (xi [n]) to the variable
nodes xi [n].
The BP-based algorithm can be carried out with dif-

ferent schedules due to the presence of cycles in the
considered factor graph. The proposed algorithm adopts
flooding schedule, which is suitable to be implemented in
parallel. The messages are flooded from each node sets
as described above, and the flooding scheme requires the
least number of computations. Thus, the messages passed
in the factor graph are formalized in Algorithm 1, in which
in order to utilize the iterative structure of LDPC decod-
ing, we extend the internal iterations in decoder to the
global ones described above, namely one internal iteration
per global iteration.

3.3 Iterative complexity analysis of the joint iterative
algorithm

Figure 3 roughly shows the iteration settings of the pro-
posed joint iterative algorithm and the iterative MMSE
algorithm. For the joint iterative algorithm, I times global
iterations are performed, the internal iterations in the
LDPC decoder are incorporated into the global ones
(Figure 3a), forming one global iteration. Meanwhile, for
the iterative MMSE algorithm, R iterations of the LDPC
decoder are done during one iteration of theMMSE detec-
tion. Totally, J iterations in the iterative MMSE algorithm
are performed (Figure 3b). Thus, in order to achieve sim-
ilar iterations for LDPC decoding, the relationship I =
R × J should be established.
In the following, we discuss the computation complexity

per iteration about the decoding and detection, respec-
tively.

3.3.1 LDPC decoding
In the proposed algorithm, the iteration of LDPC decod-
ing is performed through the global iteration for detec-
tion. In the conventional iterative MMSE algorithm, the
iteration for LDPC decoding is done separately. Both algo-
rithms need to compute the extrinsic LLR for each code
bit. Thus, the complexity of LDPC decoder per iteration
per user can be regarded as the same. For fair comparison,
as we discussed about Figure 3, the relationship I = R × J
is established, which means the total number of the itera-
tions for LDPC decoding are the same in both algorithms.
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Algorithm1 Framework of the joint iterative algorithm
for detection and decoding in the CDMA satellite
system
1: Initialization
2: t ← 1, μt

xi[n]→ỹj[n] (xi[n] = 1) ← 1/2,
μt
xi[n]→ỹj[n] (xi[n] = −1) ← 1/2,

3: meantỹj[n]→xi[n] ← 0, vartỹj[n]→xi[n] ← 1, for ∀i,∀j,∀n.
4: Iterative Update of Messages
5: while t ≤ MAXITER do
6: for n = 1 → NL, i = 1 → K do
7: for j = 1 → K do
8: if t > 1 then
9: μt

xi[n]→ỹj[n](xi[n] )
← μt

x̃i[l]→xi[n](xi[n] )
∏

p∈N (xi[n])\j
μt−1
ỹp[n]→xi[n](xi[n] )

10: end if
11: μt

ỹj[n]→xi[n] (xi[n])

← exp
(

−|h̃j,ixi[n]−meantỹj[n]→xi[n]
|2

vartỹj[n]→xi[n]

)

12: end for
13: μt

xi[n]→x̃i[l] (xi[n]) ← exp
(

−|xi[n]−ξ txi[n]
|2

ζ txi[n]

)
14: end for
15: for i = 1 → K , l = 1 → L do
16: μt

x̃i[l]→dec
(
x̃i[l]

)
← ∏N+(l−1)N

n=1+(l−1)N μt
xi[n]→x̃i[l] (xi[n])

17: Lt(ci) ← log

∑
χ1i

μt
x̃i[l]→dec(x̃i[l])

∑
χ0i

μt
x̃i[l]→dec(x̃i[l])

18: Decode the information bits of the ith user,
generating the extrinsic information for the next
iteration μt+1

dec→x̃i[l](x̃i[l] ), which is despreaded to
μt+1
x̃i[l]→xi[n](xi[n] ) in (9)

19: end for
20: t ← t + 1
21: end while

Thus, considering the iterative times, the total computa-
tion complexity of all the iterations for LDPC decoding is
still the same in our following comparison.

3.3.2 Multiuser detection
We compare the complexity of the detection in
Algorithm 1 with the iterative MMSE detection algorithm
in Section II.E of [8]. Both algorithms need to compute
the mean and variance in the node xi[n]. The difference
between the two algorithms is the computation of ξ txi[n]
and ζ t

xi[n], which only corresponds to the extrinsic mean
and variance of xi[n] in the iterative MMSE detection
algorithm. However, in the proposed algorithm, not only
the extrinsic mean and variance but also the messages

Decoder
(Iter R)

MMSE

Iter JIter I

Detection

Decoder
(a) (b)

Figure 3 The sketch map of iterative structure and complexity
comparison. The proposed algorithm (a) and the iterative MMSE
algorithm (b).

obtained in the bottom-most nodes at the previous itera-
tion are involved as it is stated above. The computation
complexity of one iteration for multiuser detection in the
proposed algorithm involves the following:

1. At the observation nodes ỹj[n], for K users, the
calculations of (19) per chip per iteration include the
computation of meantỹj[n]→xi[n] and vartỹj[n]→xi[n]
expressed by (17) and (18), which needs O

(
K2)

operations.
2. At the variable nodes xi[n], for K users, the

calculations of (20) per chip per iteration include the
computation of ξ txi[n] and ζ t

xi[n] expressed by (21) and
(22), which also requires O (K ∗ (2K + 1))
operations.

Thus, the computation complexity of the proposed algo-
rithm is O

(
K2) for K users per chip per iteration. Com-

pared with the iterative MMSE algorithm in Section II-E
of [8], which needs O

(
K × K3) per chip per iteration for

K users, the proposed algorithm becomes more attrac-
tive in CDMA satellite systems with the number of users
increasing. From the perspective of iterative times, with
the similar iterative times I = R × J , the total complex-
ity of the proposed algorithm is still less than that of the
conventional iterative MMSE algorithm.

4 Simulation results
In the simulation, we assume that the number of users is
K = 6, and the spreading factor is N = 16. Thus, for the
satellite communications on-the-move systemwith amid-
dle rate (e.g., 1 Mbps), this means the occupied bandwidth
is nearly 20 MHz, and the spectrum density is reduced by
about 13 dB. The spreading sequences are derived from
gold sequences. The average performance over all users
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in the asynchronous case is considered. In the simulation,
an LDPC encoder of code rate, rate = 1/2, was used as
the error control code. The LDPC block length was set
to be L = 1, 024. We assume that the receiver knows the
spreading sequences exactly and each user’s propagation
delay can be acquired through the timing and synchro-
nization module. The following simulation is done in the
asynchronous case.
First, we investigate the BER of the proposed algo-

rithm at the different iterative times. For instance, the
BER performances of the proposed algorithm at the
1th, 10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, and 50th iterations are illus-
trated in Figure 4, respectively. The BER performance
when there is only one user without mutual interferences
is also shown in this figure by the curve (SU-DEC(Iter50)).
It can be seen that the performance converges toward the
single-user performance at higher Eb/N0 with the increase
of the iterative times. When the iterative times increases
to more than 30, the performance improvement is quite
lower, which means the performance of the proposed
algorithm becomes more stable.
We compare the performance of the proposed algo-

rithm with that of the conventional iterative MMSE
algorithm [8], in which the iterations of LDPC decod-
ing and MMSE detection are independently performed.
As the performance of the iterative LDPC decoder is
verified to be quite stable after ten iterations [26], we

assume the iterative times of the LDPC decoder and the
MMSE detection are respectively R = 10 and J = 2
in the conventional iterative MMSE algorithm, which is
shown by the curve (6Users-MMSE(Iter2)-DEC(Iter10))
in Figure 5. For more fair comparison, as it is dis-
cussed in Section 3.3, we assume the iterative times of
the proposed algorithm I = 20, as shown by (6Users-
Joint(Iter20)). In Figure 5, the simulation results are also
compared with the performance of the single-user case
(SU-DEC(Iter20)) in which there are only 20 iterations
of LDPC decoder and no detection. In order to compare
these two algorithms more specifically, Figure 6 shows
the simulation results of the case R = 10, J = 5,
I = 50, shown by the curves (6Users-MMSE(Iter5)-
DEC(Iter10)),(6Users-Joint(Iter50)), and the case R =
25, J = 2, I = 50, shown by the curves (6Users-
MMSE(Iter2)-DEC(Iter25)),(6Users-Joint(Iter50)) which
are also compared with the single-user performance (SU-
DEC(Iter50)). As we discussed in Section 3.3, in these
settings about I, J , andR, the relationship I = R × J is
established, which ensures that the total iterative times of
decoding are the same in both algorithms. Thus, the com-
putation complexity about LDPC decoding is the same
in our comparison, and the total computation complex-
ity of the proposed algorithm is still lower than that of
the iterativeMMSE algorithm, which is also discussed and
compared in Section 3.3.
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Figure 4 The BER performance of the proposed algorithm at different iterative times. The number of users is K = 6, and the spreading factor
is N = 16.
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Figure 5 shows that after a total of 20 iterations, the
performance of the proposed algorithm outperforms that
of the conventional iterative MMSE algorithm by 2 dB,
and the performance is about 0.5 dB away from that of
the single-user case. Figure 6 shows that after a total of
50 iterations, the performance of the proposed algorithm
outperforms that of the conventional iterative MMSE
algorithm by at least 1 dB, and the performance is less than
0.5 dB away from that of the single-user case. When the
iterative times are fewer, the performance improvement
of the proposed algorithm is more significant. On the
other hand, the curve (6Users-Joint(Iter10)) in Figure 5
shows that in order to achieve the similar performance,
the proposed algorithm needs less than half of the iterative
times compared with the conventional iterative MMSE
algorithm.
Then, we extend the simulation to the distributed power

constraints. We assume that the powers of three users
are 3 dB higher than that of the other three users in
the system. The performance of the stronger (Stronger-
Joint(Iter20)) and weaker (Weaker-Joint(Iter20)) users are
shown in Figure 7, compared with the performance of
the situation when all users have equal power (Equal-
Joint(Iter20)). From the results, we can see that the weaker
users actually benefit from the strong interference due to
the interference cancellation, whereas the stronger users
suffer performance loss from the weak interference. The

phenomenon was also previously observed in the iterative
soft interference cancellation [5].
Next, we compare the convergences of the two algo-

rithms. The BER performance against the number of
total iterations are plotted in Figure 8. Through com-
paring the convergences of the two algorithms at the
corresponding Eb/N0, which are shown by the curves
(6Users-Joint (3 dB)),(6Users-Joint (3.3 dB)) and (6Users-
MMSE (3 dB)),(6Users-MMSE (3.5 dB)), it can be seen
that at the same Eb/N0, the BER of the proposed algorithm
becomes stable after fewer iterations, which means the
convergence of the proposed algorithm outperforms that
of the conventional iterativeMMSE algorithm. The curves
(6Users-MMSE (3.8 dB)) and (6Users-MMSE (4 dB)) show
that the BER performance of the iterative MMSE algo-
rithm becomes stable at the higher Eb/N0 after more
iterations, and it further indicates that the convergence
rate is much lower than the proposed algorithm.
As the factor graph is not sparse for CDMA system,

whether the proposed BP-based joint algorithm is sta-
ble in the case of the high loading factor is investigated.
Firstly, the convergence of the proposed algorithm in the
case of the loading factor K/N = 5/8, 3/4, and 7/8 when
N = 16 is simulated, and the results are displayed in
Figure 9. It is indicated that when the loading factor is 7/8,
which is shown by the curves K = 14, the performance
of the proposed algorithm fails to converge. Moreover, the
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Figure 5 The BER performance of the proposed algorithm compared with that of the iterative MMSE algorithm. The number of users is
K = 6, and the spreading factor is N = 16. The iterative times are set to be I = 20, J = 2, R = 10.
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Figure 6 The BER performance of the proposed algorithm compared with that of the iterative MMSE algorithm. The number of users is
K = 6, and the spreading factor is N = 16. The iterative times is set to be I = 50, J = 5, R = 10 and I = 50, J = 2, R = 25, respectively.
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Figure 7 The BER performance of the proposed algorithmwith unperfect power control. The number of users is K = 6, and the spreading
factor is N = 16. Three users are 3 dB stronger than the other three.
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Figure 10 The BER performance of the proposed joint iterative algorithm in different cases ofK/N . For different number of users k, the
spreading factor is N = 16.

BER performance of the proposed algorithm in the case
of K/N = 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, and 7/8 is shown in Figure 10. It
is also shown that when the loading factor is under 3/4,
the performance of the proposed algorithm can converge
well. While in the case of the loading factor K/N = 7/8
which is higher than 3/4, the BER performance deteri-
orates. Through Figures 9 and 10, it is concluded that
there is a range of the loading factor for the application
of the proposed algorithm. For example, in the simulation
assumption of N = 16, when the loading factor is not
higher than 3/4, the proposed algorithm can converge to
be stable.

5 Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is the derivation of
the joint chip-level iterative algorithm for CDMA mul-
tiuser detection and LDPC decoding for the asynchronous
satellite communications on-the-move system in which
the suppression of the MAI is essential. In particular,
we formulate a factor graph over which all information
bits from all users are detected and decoded through the
joint iteration. In order to utilize the iterative structure
of the LDPC decoder, we naturally integrate the inter-
nal iteration of the LDPC decoder and the iteration of

the CDMA multiuser detection through the factor graph,
becoming one global iteration. Additionally, not only the
extrinsic information from the decoder but also that
from the previous iteration of the detection is employed.
The numerical simulations show that the performance of
the proposed algorithm outperforms that of the iterative
MMSE algorithm at least 1 dB after a total of 50 itera-
tions and approaches the single-user performance by less
than 0.5 dB. When the iterative times are fewer, the per-
formance gains of the proposed algorithm become more
significant. On the other hand, in order to achieve the sim-
ilar performance, the proposed algorithm needs less than
half of the iterative times compared with the conventional
iterative MMSE algorithm, which means a reduction of
almost half of the joint detection and decoding latency
and lower complexity for CDMA satellite systems, more
suitable for engineering implementation.
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